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CHAPTER I
IN'rRODUU'l'ION

Vocatiori·-.1 education is aot 1ing new.

Since

the huri1an race began its long struggle to conquer its
environment, manual sldll and job knov1ledge have, in
one way or anot11er, been transmitted from :Ji.an to r.1an
and from generation to generation.

All of the pheno-

mena of vocational training in modern society have
their roots deeply and firmly grounded into the past .
Stuart 1'i'oble ( 16) says:
It is clear that the co~ception of
education in eighteenth century Alnerica
was threefold; religious, prectical,
and forr..al. Practic "'l utility was
claiming an incrersinp: share of atten tion and was to a.ttPin the ascendency
as u motive in educPtion a century
la"ter.
(16:?6)

Greater emphasis has been pla ced on voc a t1onal education since the reorganization of tne secondary schools.

Vocational education has pointed

out one of the most

VJ. tal

:!)roblems ·which con1'ront "the

secondory schools of .~nericQ today; namely discovering
those talents which are needed in the service of society and the training of each individual so that he
nay render the most useful service therein.

:10
Occupational lite today has become so complex and highly organized that individual initiative
counts tor little.

Boys and girls are victims ot

social and economic conditions over which they have
little individual control.

Vocational adjustment has

become a community concern as well as an individual
problem.

The school is one ot the best institutions

through which an adequately conceived and administered program ot adjustment can be provided.
The Advisory Committee on Education (19) said
that,
'!'here are tew educational problems now
before the American people to which they
should give more earnest thought than the
need for sound and adequate programs ot vocational education. In these days ot economic insecurity there are tew phases ot
life more vital to young people than getting and holding jobs. All schools, and
particularly secondary schools, must seek
to improve the preparation they give tor
the world that awaits their pupils beyond
the classroom. The schools tor many centuries have furnished the basic training
tor certain occupations. (19:83)
Historical background
Polk and Tyler Counties have very similar
backgrounds.

Both were carved trom nearby Liberty

County in 1846.

Polk County was named tor President

James K. Polle and Tyler County was named tor President
James Tyler.

The counties are rather picturesque with

ahortleat and longleat pines, Magnolias, Dogwood, Ash,
and stately oaks.

The counties are jointly called the

1:1
"Piney Woods" of East ·1·exas.
'..!.'he soil of both counties is sandy with sandy
clay on the uplands and the alluvial terrain in the
valleys.

·1·he land is neither marshy nor swampy, it is

truly the land of the pines.
According to the 1940 census (21) the population of Polk County was 20,635.

Approximately twenty-

nine per cent of the popu~ation is Negro.
per cent are white.

seventy-one

In addition to the Neero and white

population what remains of' Texas' aborigine Indian population resides on the Alabama-Coushatta Reserva~ion in
the eastern part of the county.

These Indians pride

themselves in the fact that they are the only tribes
that have continued to exist in the confines of ·1 exas.
1

"There are about 320 Alabamas and 80 t;oushattas 11
(21:5?6)

In 1940 the population of ·1'yler county was
11,948.

Negro .

·1wenty-five per cent of the popu~ation was
The population is concentrated in a few farm-

ing sections and around savooil~ centers.
Both counties have a large native and rural
popu~ation.

Since the 1940 census both counties have

had large population increases·due to the expansion of
the lumbering and oil industries.
·1·here are three high schools in Polk County
for Negroes.

':.!.wo accredited by the state Department o:f

:12
Education and one unaccredited.

Livingston, the county

se et, has the largest accredite d high school for
Negroes.

1ihe enrollment is 236.

1

Eleven teachers are

emp1.oyed in the ilving ston ~egro school .

Corrigan, a

small town twenty-five mil.es north of Livingston,
lexas, has the other accredited school .

It employs

seven teachers and has an enrollment of l6U pupils.
Goodrich, a town of 400 people, is located about fifteen miles Southeast of Livingston, •fexas.

It has an

unaccredited high school whi ch has an enro1.lment of
13 11 pupi.!.s and employs five teachers.

=
1 ·yler county has three high schools for
Negroes.

Woodvill.e, the county seat, has one accredi-

ted high school and Chester the other.

·1·he unaccredi-

ted high school is located at Colmesneil., Texas.

ir·he

Woodvill.e school has an enrollemnt of 250 pupils and
employs twel.ve teachers.

The Chester school has an

enroll.ment of 240 pupil.sand employs eleven teachers.
Colmesneil employs six teachers and has an enrollment
of 160 pupils.
All of the ~egro schools operate nine months
each year.

~o some extent vocational. education is

offered in each school.

Iihe vocational subjects of-

fered are shown in ·.1.-able I .
There are five accredited whi"te schools in

:13
TABLE 1.--Vooational Education Subjects Offered by
Six Negro High Schools in Polk and Ty-1er Counties.

living-

Corri-

Goodrich

Home Ee.

Home

Home Ee. Home
Ee.

ston

Agriculture

san
Ee.

Chester

Agri.

Typing
Shorthand

Car.pentry

Woodville
Home
Ee.

Colmesneil

Typing

Agri.

Typing

Polk County and five accredited white high schools in
Tyler County.

The white high schools in Polk County

are located in il.vingston, Corrigan, Leggett, Big
sandy and Goodrich, £exas.
1

intendent

w. c.

According to county super-

Moore the combined enrollment 1s 701

and fifty-six teachers are employed.

The five white

accredited high schools in Tyler County are located
at Woodville, Chester, Spurger, Warren, and Colmesneil, Texas.

The combined enrollment of these five

white high schools is 675 and fifty-one teachers are
employed.
The industries center around the towns or
both counties.

The eleven cotton mills in Tyler

County have long played an important role in the development of the county.

Sawmills are scattered

:1-4
over both counties.

Polk County produces more than

?9,000,000 board feet of lumber annually fro~ its
twenty-nine sawr~i lls

Di versified farmin"', feedmills,

sawmills, the oil industry and the cotton mills furnish employment for the citizenry of both counties.
l\Jegroes are employed in the sawmil.1s and cotTion mi.lls
in large numbers.

~n the cotton mills they are em-

ployed only as firemen, jPnitors, truck ~~ivers, and
at strenuous manual tasks..

In the sawmi.11s many

Negroes are ski~led end semi-stilled laborers.

uthers

are truck drivers, lumber stcckers, and the majority
employed are common laborers.
One railroad serves the popu.lation of rolk
and one railroad serves the people of Tyler County.
Buses along with these railroads serve to place the
counties in di ect comrrrunication with the larger centers of I-e:x:as.
Statement of problem.--Before a satisfectory
adjus-i;raent can be ma.de, hov.rever, a number of questions
must be answered. · i.ore specifically, the problems involved may be s"Gated as follows:
1.

1jhat educational adjust!"l.ents are

needed in order to meet the voca~io~al interests of high school s·cudents on the one
hand and the :le:'lends o-: the occup tional
world on the other?
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2.

What are the predominant atti-

tudes of' high school students toward lihe
work of the wor.Ld't
Not enough is .known about the plans or ·d esires or ~egro youth in secondary schools of ~olk
and 'l 'y.Ler counties.

·.1·here has been no attempt to

determine the interest, abilities, and cul.tural
pattern wnich encourages or inhibits the Negro youth
in his choice of a vocation .
l-':roblem Analysis
l.

TO

ascertain the vocational choices

of vhe ~egro high school students in Polk
and .Lyler Counties, Texas.
2.

i'o determine tne facvors affect-

ing the vocational choices of these students .

3.

a.

neasons for the choice.

b.

agencies influencing the
choice.

To determine the :permanence of vhe vo-

cational choices 01· the l.~egro high school.
students .
4•

.LO

discover reasons for changes in

vocational choices .
5.

;.i:o discover the relationship be-

tween the choices of students and the edu-

:16
cation of parents.
6.

·.i:o discover the relationship between

the choices of students and occupation of parents •
..t1.1r;pose

.2£. this study. --·11his study had its

inception in the realization of the serious maladjustment among ~egroes.

As the industrial and eco-

nomic systems of .runerica become more complex, the
problem of maKing intelligent adJustment in the
occupational world becomes more acute.

'l his is '"'s1

pecially true with ~egro youtn who must face, noi;
only a complex indusi;rial sysi;em, but a suciety which
exercises racial discrimination in its indusLrial
order.

'J.he sad p.1c1iu..r.·e o:i. the situation is that many

Negro students are going doggedly into life blind as
to what is there.

~u.rthermore, some of them enter

life without having selected a particular vocation.
The increasing complexii;y of the industrial
activities and of the educational opportunities of
the country have a tendency to confuse the individual
in making a choice 01· his life's work.

vne of the

most difficult problems a child faces is that of c
choosing a vocation.

As Graves {12) says:

The hardest job for a boy or girl today is to determine his or her life's work
and the way in which to do it. Helping
the average individual to live in this
world and to make the right adjustment in
it is a real challenge outweighing all the
rest. {12: 244 J

:t.7
11he facts concerning each pupil's potentialities, his interests, the things to which he responds
with emotional satisfaction, his skills, his rate of
development, and his major points of strength and
weakness must be accurately ascertained and assembled
as objectively and dispassionately as possible, and
out of the whole picture he must be led to evolve for
himself a satisfactory level of living and at the
same time maintain a balance between his own welfare
and that of the group.
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HEVIEW O.li' }.,I·l'.&ti.A'l'lJID.:

our way of life, rapid changes in our
economic organization, and a continuous growing of unemployment for the masses of people are potential
f'actors in turning the interest of investigators toward the vocational interests and occupational choices
of Negroes.

There have been few studies conducted in

the field of vocational choices of Negro high school
students until recent years.
Adler (1) points out, as a result of his investigation, that the child who chooses his own vocation is more successful in life than one who is
greatly influenced by his parents.
Securing information by means of questionnaire from 1,505 pupils between the ages 01· twelve
and eighteen, Austin (2J discovered that 2e4 pupils
chose teaching as a vocation.

An

analysis was made

to determine the motives for the choices made.

He

rated each as good, satisfactory, fairly satisfactory
and unsatisfactory.

'!'his study revealed that there

was no outstanding motive according to frequencies
for the choice of the teaching profession.

1_9
Uf'ten the pupi

is presented v:i th a be-

wildering a rray of subject choice s , frequently

Vii th

little or no infor:-:ation concerninc; those for i'lhich he
is best fitted .

·I·r axler (12) soys th<--t ,

The chancinc e.rivi ,-.o"Te:1t h'"''"' '"'11 ced
much greater responsibjl . -l-y u::01 voL·1g
people for the mr.kinc of vJi.se choiceJ,
education l ~cencies have become ai.:are
of larce ., · fferences am.one; indi vi.due.ls
in their pot enti~lities for s1ccess in
different "rea3 .
(21:2)
Eo individuQl exists in a static relationshi:p

,:1i th

his environ."11,.ent, but he is constantly in a

stacc of interi:1ction vii th it and the irri d.duals interactions are motiv~ted .

Bayton (3) sa s :

The most inro tant of these forcer;
stem fro~ the individual ' s pri~&J."'Y relationships, especially t.::ose vr.i. tr parents .
Rouevor, sibli.c.~s , older relatives,
t.ercher3 &nd friends &~e cl:o in~ortant
SOUl"'ces of these forces .
(3 : 4GG)
kv,rence (15) vmrkine with ~enth Cl"'Ude Negro
youtb in thirteen o~lifornic F..l.eh ~choo s said :
rl'he source of '\Jl r-t vocctior:ril inforL.ation t:1e ru:_...,i..!..s had ~'"'ccci ved '\!ere
c:iecl{ed by nec.,,s of t:1.e auestionnr-ire .
pproxi ctely one-third ha1 received
so::".e i:i .:;si stc:r1ce fro source,; \'!i thin
tl:e schools they v:e 11 et;tendi nc . Al noBt as r.c.n~r, 29 . 1 1)61"' c ent hc.d "'6CCi ved all of their inforrction frori. olcle
enbe:.:."':::; of their ::'rI"'ilies ,..,nd r.r. :-dditionri ten ~er cent hrd ~een ~ided 'y
ot"1.e1"' thr 11 t.re::. i:nnedir te rel ~ti - es .
l 5 ••
( --

h,.,. )

~Jc.)

'9e ll eau (4, • 'ldo ::-11 .,:fort to dct er~j_ ne nou
r ... n:-

boys h( d :Jel ected the ri-·.1t t;rpc of schoo

in
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order to prepare them for their life's work.

A ques-

tionnaire was used to ascertain the vocational choices
01·

two hundred boys .

Not only was Helleau interested

in determining whether the right type of school had
been selected but to discover the factors that had influenced them in making their decisions.

This study

revealed that only twenty-one boys were not taking the
trade specified as their choice.

'l'he one single factor

which influenced the choice of their lifes ' work most
was the father's suggestion, but the majority of the
boys were not influenced in their choices by members
of their f'ami.Lies.
In North Garo.Lina, '1·ennessee, ueorgia, Virginia, Missouri and the District of Columbia, 1,833
Negro high school boys showed a definite effort to
elevate their economic and social status by failing
intentionally to choose those oc cupations which do not
afford a fair standard of living.

They revealed that

they were eager to enter the professions without seeing the opportunities in technical, business and commercial fields .
Over a period of four years Byrns (6J discovered from information collected from 8,000 seniors
that some occupations attracted a disproportionately
large number of girls and boys .

'l'here appeared to be

a lack of proportion between the number of pupils
planning to enter particular fields of employment,
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sional and recreational vocations; whereas boys prefer
agriculture, forestry, fishing, mechanical and manufacturing vocations.
Douglass (9) discovered from information
collected from 2, 844 seniors in the state of Washington,
that pupils choosing the same vocations gave a variety
of reasons for choosing the vocation.

The factors

which influenced their choices were quite different .
Also, the students used various ways to learn about
their occupational choices.
Pinney (17) by means of a questionnaire from
916 high school students in three entirely different
types of communities, discovered that the environment
of the home and school were important factors affecting
the choice of a vocation.
A survey of students at the junior and senior
high school level was made by Endicott (10) to determine the factors, which had the greatest influence on
the pupil's choices of vocations.

He states that the

factors having the greatest intluenoe on pupil's selection of a vocation are:
Parents, a successful person in
the vocation, books, or magazines,
natural ability, school subjects or
class teachers, students and best
school marks . (10:100)
The outstanding implications found in the survey by Endicott are:

23
••• that the girls were more greatly
influenced by parents• suggestions; that
the boys' vocational choices were influenced to a large extent by successful
people in the vocation; that the boys do
more reading about their vocations; and
the school plays a minor role in the vocational choice. ll0:101)
In tabulating the results ot 1,500 questionnaires given in £ndiana high schools and tour Kentucky
schools, eyte (13) notes that the total occupational
choices made by Negro boys, three-fourths ot the selections were of the professional field.

He discovered

also that the agencies affecting their choices were
deemed more important than the reasons given tor their
selection.

The parental influence ranked low as an

agency influencing the pupil's choices.

Of the eleven

important factors influencing their choices tour ot
them. stood out, "interest of liking tor, aptitude or
fitness, opportunity to earn money, and the desire to
enter an uncrowded field."

(13:39)

Pointer (18) working with 680 graduates of
South Bend, Indiana, found by use ot a questionnaire
that students• choices were influenced by three major
agencies, the parent, friend, and teacher.
Kreger•s (14) study ot the influence of the
fathers• occupations on the choices of their sons revealed, after tabulating 4,543 questionnaires, that a
very small per cent of the boys did not care to follow

the father's occupation;

1d that they preferred one at

a higher level.
Sur.llllary

it appears that secondary school boys and
gir-ls tenCL to think of their education as an escape
mechanisn.

·.rhey are endeavoring to escape the toil

of ro.anu:::-.1 h bor to higher professions.

.::;ixty-one

and three tenths per cent of Negro hich school pupils
in~icated profeesions as ~n occupational choice.
It is Gier..ific&..11t tr..s.t .3ir.1. s •.;ere not included in several studies.

Perhaps investi,:o.tors

llevc felt that most girls really look forward to homer:iaking _s thei1.. event ol occupc::tion.
I~st of these otudies hQve been concerned
with interests and voca"Cional choices of st dents.

A

fe\l were interested in char-cing factors that deter· i11ed
these interests and choices .

One cannot make the assump-

tion that 311 of the vocetional decisions have been made
\'lisel , but ne can be safe in foaling that they do- aid
in the justification for emphasizi~~ in secondary
schools vocr-tional and educe.tionnl t::uidance .
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CHAPTER III
METHODS AND MATERIALS

The data presented in this study were obtained through a general questionnaire Yon vocational
choices constructed by the investigator.

The writer

prepared a letter Yin order to obtain permission
from the principals to administe~ the questionnaires
in the following Negro 1:iigh Schools:

Scott High,

Woodville, Gilder High, Colmosneil, Chester 1:iigb.,
Chester, Johnson High, Corrigan, Dunbar High, Livingston, and Goodrich .High, Goodrich.
A favorable response and authorization was
obtained from each principal to have the students of
the respective schools to complete the questionnaires
prepared by the writer in connection with this study.
The questionnaire was carried by the writer
to the following schools:

Scott .tiigh, Woodville,

Gilder liigh, Colmesneil, Johnson High, Corrigan, uoodrich high, Goodrich and Dunbar High, Livingston.

In-

asmuch as the writer is an employee of Chester High
School the questionnaires were submitted to her in
person.
See Appendix A
See Appendix B
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The writer believed that most youngsters
would reel more at ease in answering questions if the
questionnaires were administered by one of the regular
classroom teachers, homeroom teachers or by the principal.

Hence, the principals of the respective

schools were asked to designate a person to administer
the questionnaires.
In order to acquaint the principals with the
questionnaire a personal interview was held with each
principal.

'l 'his was in advance to the administration

of the questionnaires.

A follow-up letter~ was sent

to each principal asking for suggested dates when the
questionnaires could be administered.

According to

the schedule received trom the principals the instruments were carried to each principal five days prior to
the administration of the same to the pupils
Goodrich, Chester, and Johnson

..tiigh

In nm.bar,

Schools the ques-

tionnaires were administered by the principals.

In the

Scott and uolm.osneil Schools classroom teachers administered the questionnaires.
vne hundred three Negro high school girls
and seventy-three Negro high school boys of Polk and
Tyler Counties participated in this study.

'l'h.1s rep-

resented one hundred per cent ot the Negro high

Y

See Appendix C
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school pupils in 1yler and Polk Gounties.
ihe questionnaires were returned to the
writer by mail from Goodrich.

· ·he questionnaires

from ~/oodvil.Le, Corrigan, Dunbar, Golmosneil and
Chester were given to the writer by the respective
principals.
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CHAPTER IV
Al!A.LYSIS 0.!!'

'l'A

'l'he d ta . . e teining to thic: problere ~·ere
obtained b

the q estionnaire ~ethod.

nai es v ere ad d.niste e

These question-

in the six 1.fegro hiO'h schools

in Foll:: and ·.tyler Counties.

·1·he investi,..,. tion uas

limited to the pupils of the high school departments.
Q,uestio:nnaires were gi en to

lo

irls in

the six .i:egro High Schools in :t--olk und .t-yler Coun-cies
and seventy-three boys in the regro Bieh Schools of
olk and .tyler Counties.

In all of the cooperating

schools.100 per cent of the ~egro youth pa ticipated.
ocational inf'ormr-11;ion
and data conce nine
the student
The first ques~ion considered in this svudy
wr"':

.'1hat occupation do you expect to enter vhen you

leave school?

Sixty-nine or 94.5 per cent of the boys

indicated a first choice but only thirty-eight or 52.l
per cent of them indicated a second vocation l choice.
(T-ble 2)

There were seven or 9.6 per cent of the

boys c~oosing higD professional and e~ecutive occupations, as their first choices.

·orty-one per cent of

'r.:-ble 2. --o..;c;UJ:• .rL·IoN.~L cYcI01il 01.1' JOY3 IN C:Hl D~S 9 - 1~ ri-:c:. uSIV'E r:.J ~r~GHO tilt~: SJ,.~IJULS l!' 1' • J.._
n .1'0~: cov:~.'.L ·: 1.
0

-

OccupE:.tions

-

· ,,st Choice
Per Cent
l-.1.l.Illber

Second Ghoice
Per Cent

N'ulllber
..

}~i.i.::r. Profes:Jio:crl-1~xec•:ti V6 UCCUl)u-

tions
l~r..gincerinc;
Lav:yer
Ledicir:e

2
1
4

: . ?2

t..,

...,

::.72

1 . 36
5 . 44

41

5.44
1 . 36

1 . 36

Lev.er ~rofessio:--.t>..1Lcrce Busir..ess

Dentistry

2

2.72

1

1
15

1.36
20 . 40

0

Artist
~usic
0lerical

1

1.36

<)
...,

2 . 72

')
...,

2 . 72

coach

1

4 . 08
1 . 36

2
1

2.72
1 . 36

P.16
1 . 36

5

6 . 80
1 . 36

Fi:1urnacy
'l.'eacher

6

8.16

l

1.36

Clerical
and burervisory

'1'0 cr..ni Cal ,

3

Skilled uccup&tions
.i..:Strber
Gobbler

6

l

1

~
~

* Te. .'"'l
,- •-- oc,V\.
. .rr.p,... n"'"' .1-01··',.-.ll"' CPOIC
''., on
T ",T
('"'• ,.,.,s O
l hi'> r-,~c1
u e ""
--~
..:.t n
.') uy~
.·, .........
\1
... ·J ··u,.,IV
:::i
.,,!,, IN
GHO IITGL ',CYOULS I l'~ TYL~~-{ ."~ F OLK co:rr:,·. .·:?. 3. --Con tinued .
.i.."l,.,c·J,,.,/.LJ

,LJ_J

Fir s t c:1oi c e
Occupations

~lectrician

.J:l'ar.l.!1er
Mechanic

Wumb er

Per 0en t

1

1.36
2.72
8.16
2.72
1 . 36
9.52
4.08
1.36

2
6

l:'lmnber
Bricklayer
Carpenter

1

Business
Baseball

1

2

7
3

V

-

""P
... '\-',....-

Second Ghoice

Number
0
0
3
2

1
3
3
0

Per Ce!lt

4.08

2.72
.36
4.08
.08

qelrli-Skilled
Chauffeur
J:>0 l i c e1r...an

2

2. 72

1

1.36

0
2

Unskilled
Cor.won Labor
No Choice

5

.80

0

4

5.44
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47.90

*Occupational classification (20:33i.

~

0

31the boys c hose skilled occupations.

i n the lower pro-

fessional and large business occupations eighteen or
24 per cent of the boys selected their first choices
and seven or 9.6 per cent of them chose a technical,
clerical or supervisory occupation as their first
choice.

Four or 5.4 per cent selected unskilJ.ed occu-

pations.

The greatest concentration was in the teach-

ing field which is listed under lower professional and
large business.

'l:here were fif'teen or 20. 5 per cent

of the boys who selected teaching as ~heir vocation.
unly 2 per cent of the boys selected !'arming as their
first choice.

Four or 5.4 per cent of the boys had

not made any choice of occupa~ions for ~heir life's
work.
Al..!. of the girls except one selected first
choices buv seventy-nine of them indicated no second
choice.

Vl'ab..l.e 3)

In the first division or high

professional and executive occupations, only one or
.9 per cent of the girls made a firs"t choice •

.t!'ifty-

seven or b5.3 per cen~ chose lower professiona..l. and
large business occupations as their firsv choices.
~ighteen or l?.4 per cent of the girls selected their
first choices in the technica..l., clerica..l. and supervisory occupations.

~wenty-three or 2.1. per cent of

them chose skiJ.led occupations as their first choices.
Three or approximate.Ly 3 per cent chose semi-skiJ.led

iAbLE 3.--occupational Uhoices of Qirls in Grades 9-12 lnclusive in ~yler and
end ~olk Counties.
:First Choice
~umber

Occupations
1

!iigh Prof. ~xecutive

iv.edicine
2

3

Lower .Prof. Large bus .
1'<lini si;er

5

sec . Choice
l11umber

l

.9'7

u

1

1

Per

Uent

• u

0

·.11eacher

3Y

.97
3'7.86

Nurse
Librarian

15

14.55

g

2

1.94

6

9
3

8.'73

3.88

l
1

.97
.97
3.88

4
0
0
0

1

.97

3
0

2.91

·.11echnica..l-Glerical

.9'7
8.'73
5.82

t>uperv.

Music
Artist
Bookkeeper
Dietitian
Btenographer
4

Per Cent

4

Skilled vccupations
Heauticians
uaterer
Harber
·.tailor
::;eams-cress

~emi-okilled
Housewife
No choice
'.i.:otals

2.~l

15
1

14.55

2
2
3

1.94
1.g4
2.91

3

2.91

1

.97

103

.97

100

0
()

0
0

79
103

76.63

100

~

~
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occupa~ions as their first choices.

No girl selected

an unskilled occupation as her first choice.
The occupation of greatest frequency was teaching with thirty-nine or 38 per cent of the girls selecting it as their first choice .

Following the teaching

profession in concentration is nursing with fifteen or
l4.5 per cent and beauty culture with 14.5 per cent.
uther occupations selected by the girls with comparatively
hi gh frequencies were music with 9 per cent and stenography with 4 per cent .
It has been previously stated that seventy-nine
or ?6 . 6 per cent of the girls gave no second choice.
Nursing was selected by 9 per cent of the girls as their
second choice.

Six per cent of the girls selected Li-

brarian as their second choice and 3 per cent chose beauty
culture as a second choice.

une girl chose teaching as

her second choice, and another selected stenography as her
second choice.
·1;he question asked next was:
choice always been the same?

Has your first

Only three or 2.9 per cent

of the girls had changed their vocational choices.

Fif-

teen or 20 . 4 per cent of the boys had changed their vocational choices more than once. {Table 4)
The next question on the questionnaire inquired :

How long have you had the present choice?

Twenty-one per cent of the girls had their choice for
three years. (Table 5)

Fifteen and one half

per cent

34
·.i.1ABI..E 4. --btabili ty in Vocational Choices of Girls 1:2.nd
~oys in Grades 9 - 12 Inclusive.
Girls
Number ?er Cent

Stability
Number whose
choice has not
changed

100

l\Jwnber whose
choice has
changed

3

2.91

1iumber whose
choice has
changed more
than once

0

()

Boys
Number ~er Cent

58

78.88

15

2U.4U

u

u

of the girls had their choices for eight years or more
while only 2.7 per cent of the boys had retained their
present choices for eight years or more . Vocational
TABLE 5.--Permanence of ~irls and boys Vocational Choices
in grades 9 - 12 lnclusive.
Period
Girls
.doys
of interest
~umber ~er Cent
Number Per uent

u

0

0

u

9

b.'73

12

16.32

23

22.31

15

2U.40

, 22

21.34

Four years

13

12.61

11

14.96

:i!'i ve years

5

4.85

5

6.80

bix years

~

8.73

4

5.44

~even years

5

4.85

0

0

16

15.52

2

2.72

.L

97

4

5.44

Totals 103

100.00

73

100.00

l..e ss

than

.L

yr.

vne year
·.i.wo years
.i.hree years

Eight yrs.or more
No choice

20

27.20
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choices for 22 per cent of the girls were maintained for
a period of two years and for the same period of i;ime 20
per cent of' the boys had kept i;heir vocal.,ional choices.
The respondents were asked:
your vocational choice,

why did you change

Approxima~ely three per cent of

the girls lisi;ed ~he fol~owing ractors as influencing
the shift of their vocai;ional choices:

.!finance, .c·ield

too crowded and takes too long to prepa.r:e.

{·iable 6)

6.--Factors .1.nfluencing the ohift of vocational
vhoices.

'l'a.olJ!.:

.!factors

Girls
M.Unber
Per Cent

],inance

l

J!'ield too crowded

l

1
.333
1
.333

Too long in preparation

1

1
.333

Boys
Number Per Cent
3

20.

l

6.66

l

6.66

Not mentally
equipped

l

6.66

Aptitude for work

2

13.33

Parents

1

6.66

Easy money

l

6.66

Would have to go
to North

l

6.66

No reason given

4

26.66

15

100.00

Totals

3

100

The boys or 20 per cent of their group gave various

3f,
reasons for the shift in vocational preferences.

Lack

of finance led the list with aptitude for work taking
second place.
The boys and girls in this study were asked
to check their reason or reasons for the choice of
occupation made by them.

One hundred and seventy-six

pupils gave 430 reasons for selecting the occupation
of

their choice.

(Table 7)

•r.ABLE '7. --1V1oti ves Influencing Occupationa.L Choices or
Boys and Girls in Grades 9 - 12 Inc.lusive.

Motive

Boys
Girls
No. Select- !>er No. Select- J:>er
ing Specif'ic Cent ing Specific Cent
Motives
.rv1oti ve

..l:!:asy living

39

17.1

32

16.9

]'or prestige

11

4.2

5

2.6

41d

18.8

30

15.8

.l!'inancial re'\-vard

33

12.6

18

9.5

I'o become famous

9

3 .4

7

3.7

Not many people in
field

12

4.6

9

4. '7

Parents desire

55

21.1

41

21.6

Leads to greater
happiness

17

6.5

15

'7.9

Aptitude

l '7

6.5

12

6.4

Stepping stone to
greater work

16

6.1

g

4.7

..l!:asy to prepare
for this type

22

8.4

10

5.3

'.L'O

render service
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Parents desire, to render service, easy living and financial reward in the order given were reasons for
choosing occupations.

Aptitude (fitness) ranked sixth

with 12 . 9 per cent of the pupils listed as the reason
for choosing occupations.
':!:he next question considered was :

What or

who influenced you most in making your first vocational
choice?

:.1.ne social and comm.unity factors influencing

1?6 Negro high school students in order of frequency
were:

parents, other relatives, reading and friends.

(Table e)

~chool activities ranked eighth.

ttowever,

if the influence of the principal, classroom and homeroom teachers are combined as school activities then
5?.8 per cent of the pupils would have been inf~uenced .
"Uther relative" influence ranked

second with girls

whereas friends ranked second with the boys.

Heading

ranked third with the girls, and "sister" ranked third
with the boys .
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'JiABM s.--social and 0ommuni ty l!'actors Influencing Vo-

cational Choices of Girls and Boys in Grades 9 - 12
Inclusive
]!actors

G-irls
1-er
ber
Uent

.Nu.m-

Boys
Nu.m- .l:'er
ber
c;ent

b3

24.63

44

27 .32

.tirothers

l

.29

8

4.96

Sister

l

.29

20

11.89

7

4.34

5

3.10

J::larents

12.4

uther relative

41

School principal

33

Homeroom teacher

26

?.54

4

2 . 48

Classroom teacher

24

6.96

?

4.34

SUnday school teacher

13

3.6'7

6

3.72

Bchool activities

14

3.96

ll

6.82

Friends

29

8.41

24

14. se

Reading

38

11.02

1a

7.44

vocational experience

20

5.80

7

4.34

14

3.96

6

o.

0

A

worker in the occupation in which you are
interested

None

0

o.

Plans for advancedEducation
'l'he boys and girls in this study were asked:
Do you expect to attend an institution of higher learning after you graduate from high school?

Ninety-nine

girls or 97 per cent of them si:;ated that they were plan-

39
ning to attend an institution of hi[;Jier learning. {'i1able
9)

One girl made no choice and three girls do not plan

to attend college.

Sixty-five boys or 89 per cent plan

to attend college~

Four boys had not made a choice and

four boys do not plan to attend college.
'l1ABI.E 9. --Future College
Grades 9 - 12e

li'u.ture 1'raining
Going to college

·11raining

of Boys and Girls in

Girls
Hurber Per Cent

Bozs
Nunber I>er Cent

99

97.00

65

89.00

:r-To l.;hoice

l

.09

4

5.44

others

3

2.91

4

5.44

103

100.00

73

l00e00

Total

~

u-rade

~

1ne vocational choices obtained in this study
came from youngsters whose ages were largely concentrated.
(table 10)

Of the total group of students studied, eighty-

nine of them were from fourteen to eighteen years of age.
The most unequal age groups were thirteen, nineteen,
twenty-two and twenty-five.

1welve per cent of the boys

were over eighteen years of age while approximately l
per cent of the girls were over eighteen years old.

4()

TABIB 10.--Age Distribution for Girls and Boys in the
9 - 12 grades inclusive.
Age of Students

Girls
Nwnber .Per Cent

Boys
Number Per uent

13

8

?.?6

1

1.36

14

13

12.61

12

16.32

15

30

29.10

15

20.4

16

20

19.40

7

9.52

1?

22

21.34

21

28.56

18

9

8.?5

8

10.88

19

0

4

5.44

20

0

l

1.36

21

1

1

1.36

22

2

2.?2

23

0

24

0

25

1

1.36

73

100.00

'l'Otals

103

.97

100.00

Each student was asked to give his or her grade
level.

Thirty-eight or 37 per cent 01' the girls and

twenty-seven or 37 per cent of the boys were first year
high school students.
cent of' the girls and

(Table 11)
l

Twenty-four or 23 per

7 or 23 per cent 01· the boys were

in the second year in high school.

There were l? or 16 per

cent 01· the gir.Ls and 14 or .L9 per cent of the boys in
the third year ot: high school.

4:1

·.1.·he twelfth grade con-

stituted 25 or 23 per cent gi r ls and 15 or 20 per cent
boys .
·1•AHJ...J:; 11. --G-rade Distribution f'or Lrirls and bOys of the
~ - 12 ~rade Inclusi ve .
Y-ear in high school

Girls
1fumber Per Cent

..50ys
Number }er Cent

l

38

38 . 86

2?

36 . ?2

2

24

23 . 28

17

23 . 12

3

17

16.47

14

19 . 04

4

24

23 . 28

15

20 . 4

103

100.00

rl'otals

73.

100.00

Parents occunation
In order to knov; the occupational stotus of the
parents eo.cp s"Gudent was as..ced to st, "te the parents occupation.

about 48 per cont 01· the

ga~ed in skilled occupations .

1
-

oys ' fathers uere en-

( 1·able 12 J

Far:1d.nc; was

the vocQtion of 12 per cent of the boys' fathers .

Car-

I'entry ranked second in the s!-:i11ed occupations with

a. proxi:u:tely 7 :per cen,:; .

Tv1enty- fi ve or 3~ per cent of

the f,tl!ers v:ere unskilled workers .
boys chose unskilled occupations.

~ve per cent of the
lj:hree per cent of the

boys selected far.ming as an occupution as com:pared 1,i th

•rABLE 12. --1\.reas of Occupation of :Parents.

( Girls and Boys)

In Grades 9 - 12 ·

Inclusive.
uccu:petional
Level

Boys J!·athers .ur.••
Nur,.ber .l:'er Gen-c

Bo:rs :i.v10 . Em.
faunber .J:\;; r Cent

Girls lo . jju.
Lrirls :ta . 3m.
Number ~er Cent Nurnber ~er cent

Hi gher professional & Executive occupations
Engineering

l

1 . 36

Lov.rer professiona.L &
l a r ge business occupations
i11eacher
1vlinister

3
3

4.08
4.08

3
~

4.08
5.44
1.36
12.24

5

6.80

4

2
2
2

2 .72
2.72
2.72

5

5.15

3

3.09

21

21 .63
4.12

3

2 .91

1
4

.97
3.88

1 echni cal ,

1 1

clerical, &
supervisory
occupations
Skilled occupations
Barber
l1~e chanic
1
1ailor
]!;armer
carpenter
Business
cook
Gontractor

4

l

1
3

1 . 36
4.08

1

1.03

~

~

12.--Areas of vccupation of Parents.
Inclusive.--uontinued.

·1ABi.E

Uccupational
Level
Plasterer
Railroad
Seamsi;ress
Semi-Skilled
Janitor
c;hauffeur
Maid
i..aundry
Porter
Unskilled
Charwoman
common labor
Deceased
Unemployed
No occupation

Boys ..t!'athers Em .
Number Per uent
2
4

1

{Girls and Boysj

Boys 1. o. Em.
Number 1-'er Gent

2.72
5.44

Girls J,,o. Em.
uirls :.tt-a. Em.
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent

3

l

1 . 36

3
7
2

5
25

. 34

5

6.8
1 .36

1

1
54

In Grades~ - 12

3.09
2

1.94

9

3

8 .73
2 .91

l

.97

1.03
3 . 09

~.52
2 . 72

1

1 . 03

55

57 . 65

6 . 80

1 . 36
73.99

5

5. 15

1

1 .03

eo

77.6

~
~

44:
13.--~ployment st~tus of Parents of 9 - 12
Grade Girls and Boys Inclusive.

'l'A.t:l.L.t!:

status of Employment

Girls
Number Per Cent

Boys
Number Per Cent

Number of homes in
which both parents
are employed

17

14

Number of homeE in
which both parents
are unemployed

0

0

Number of fathers
employed

97

Number of mothers
employed

22

*Number or fco.thers
unemployed

6

*Number of mothers
unemployed

81

43.6

2.7
36.48

67

45 . 89

16

10.95

6

5?

4.1
39 . 05

*Deceased (Fathers deceased and unemployed)
*Deceased (Mothers deceased and unemployed)

Table 14)

Of all the fathers 34 per cent were engaged

in cormnon tasks; whereas only 5 per cent of the sons
chose common tasks.

In comparing the seven occupations

held most frequently by the boys, 16 per cent of the
fathers were engaged in skilled occupations and approximately 30 per cent of the sons chose skilled occupations.
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12 per cent of the fathers 1..1ho v10re fnr1::ers .

Seven

per cent of the fathe r s were ene; .. e;ed in carpentry and
onJ.y 4 per cent of the fo.thers were teachers .
Eighteen or 24 per cent of the boyst nothers
were em_:ployed .

vf this number 5 per cent of the inothers

vrnre engaged in s}:illed occup:::tions .

1:.·.relve per cent of

there were e:~loyed in sPTi - skilled occupP t ions and 7
per cent ·were unskilled workers .
J.he ::n.e.jori t~r of the r-irls ' fc.thers are en t:;c:c;ed in common labor .

Fifty- eir•ht per cent of the .::irls t

::'athers are ene;t..ced 2.t colTir.1011 tc.s1::s .

·n,enty- two per cent

v1ere fe.rmers and five per cent of them v1ere teachers .
Of the to""Gal number only 14 per cent of the fathers were
engat:ed i n sidl.Led and semi - skilled occupa""Gions .
~ighty or 77 . 6 per cent of the ~others : of
the girls were listed as ha ving no occupati on .

Nine or

8 . 7 per cent of· the mothers v:ere maids, ap::proxin ately
4 per cent v ere cooks and 2 . 9 per cent ·were teachers .
l.n thirty- one homes it was 1·ound that b oth
p~rents were em:loyed .
employed .

( 'J.'3.bl e 1 3)

ln no homes were both parents unThere were 1 64 fathers and 37

mothers who ·w ere era1)loyed .

·}:here were tFo fc.thers un-

employed and there were ten fathers dead .

?he numbe r

of mothers unemployed v,ere 13 7 and two nothers who v1ere
de c eased.

.t11any occupations in which fathe r s v1e re no s t

frequently employed vrere no-c :preferred by the s ons .
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·1·ABLE 14. --Ihe Frequency and Difference of vocational
Choices of~ - 12 grade boys as compared to their
Father's Occupation.
uccupations
Chosen most
~~requently
by boys
'l'eacher

,!joys
Voe. Choices
Per Gent
Number
15

20.4

Fathers 1
Vocations
Number .Per Cent
3

4.ue

carpenter

?

9.52

5

6.tsO

Barber

6

8.1

3

4.08

lVlechanic

6

8.1

4

5.44

Medicine

4

5.44

0

0

Common Labor

4

5.44

25

34.00

Clerical

3

4.08

0

0

In comparing the six occupations held by the
mothers vrith those of the daughters choices on~y two
of the mothers' occupations, seamstress and teacher,
were chosen.

('l'able 15)

Three per cent of the

mothers were seamstresses and a like percentage were
teachers.

'l'here were 39 or 38 per cent of the

daughters who chose teaching as a profession, as compared with 3 per cent of the mothers.

Approximately

5 per cent of the mothers were engaged in the occupations chosen most frequently by their daughters.
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·l'.ABLE 15. --•rhe Frequency and Differences of vocational
Choices of 9 - 12 grade Qirls as Compared to Their
fa.others uccupation.
uccupations
uhosen Most
:t requently
Hy Girls

Girls
voe . Choices
Number .t'er Cent

Teachers

39

3'7.86

Beautician

15

14. 55

Nurse

15

14. 55

Musician

9

8 . '73

Stenographer

4

3 . 88

Seamstress

3

2.91

.Artist

3

2 . 91

Business

0

uthers

15

14.55

Mothers
Vocations
Number 1:'er Cent
3

2.9.L

2

1.94

l

• 9'7

9?

94. 1'7

Indicate the amount
or SchoolI'ii'g your
family has had
Eight per cent of the boys' fathers compJ.eted the third, fourth and fifth grades.

{.L-able 16)

Sixty-one per cent of the fathers completed the sixth,
seventh and eighth grades with 40 per cent of them
having completed eighth grade .

~ixteen per cent of

the fathers completed high school, 11 per cent of'
them completed the first, second and third year of high
school work as contrasted to 4 per cent of the fathers
who attended college.

unly l per cent ot· them com-
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pleted college .
•r.ABlE 16 . --Educational Le vel of J:,arents or high
School Boys in Grades 9 - 12 Inclusive .
Level of
Education
cannot read

Father
Number Per 0ent

Mother
Number

Per cent

O

Elementary
l

0

2

0

3

2

2 . 72

4

2

2.72

1

1 36

5

l

2.72

3

4 . 08

6

3

4 . 08

2

2. 72

7

12

16 . 32

9

12 24

8

30

40.8

28

38.08

High School
l

l

1 . 36

2

2 . ?2

2

5

6 . 80

2

2. ?2

3

l

1.36

5

6 . 80

4

12

16 . 32

17

23 . 12

1

1

1 . 36

2

l

1 . 36

3

4 . 08

l

1.36

College

3

4

l

1.36
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Five per cent of the boys• mothers completed
the fourth and fifth grades.

Fifty-two per cent of

the mothers f'inished sixth, seventh and eighth grades.
Thirty-five per cent of the mothers were high school
students with 23 per cent having completed high school.
:B'i ve per cent of the boys I mothers attended college.
11.Jone 01· the boys' mothers completed their college
work.
~able 17 indicates that 19 per cent of the
girls fathers completed fourth and fifth grades.

§ifty-

eight per cent completed sixth, seventh and eighth
grades.

only 16 per cent were high school students

with 2 per cent of' these having completed high school.
'l'WO per cent of the fathers were first and second year
colJ.ege students and 5 per cent of them completed their
college work.
Less than l per cent of the girls' mothers
completed the second grade, whereas 13 per cent completed the fourth and fifth grades .

'l'he eighth grade

was the highest level attained by 29 per cent of' the
girJ.s' mothers .

Five per cent of' the mothers gradu-

ated from high school.

None of the girls' mothers

completed coJ.lege; however, four per cent had some
college training
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TABLE 17.--~ducational Level of Parents of Bigh
School Girls in Grades 9 - 12 Inclusive.
Level of
Education

cannot read

11·a ther
Number Per Cent

Mother
Number ~er Cent

0

U

J.

0

0

2

0

1

3

4

4

6

3

5

10

10

6

6

4

'l

28

2?.16

26

25 22

8

26

25.22

30

29.10

1

3

2.97

4

3.88

2

8

'7 76

11

10.67

3

3

2.9?

5

4.85

4

2

1.94

5

4.85

l

.97

1

97

Elementary

3.88

0

2.91

High School

college
1

l

2

1

3

0

4

5

.9?

0

4.85

2

1.94
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summary of findings
A.

vocationel choices of the Ne:ro ni~h School
utudents !E. ..t'olk and Iy'Ter JountI"es.
1.

·1:he boys in this study have given some

consideration to the occupations they wish to enter
for their life's work.

The girls are ~ore definitely

settled as to their vocaT,ional choices.
2.

1·eaching ranked first v;i th the bovs and

gir.Ls in 1.1.1y.Ler and Folk 1.1ounties as -r,heir vocational
choices.
3.

Skilled occupctions were equally as

popul r with tie eirls as with the boys.

These occu-

pations held second p~ace with the students studied.
Far1 irg, uhich is ciassii'ied as one of the skiJ.led
occupations, was not popular with neither boys nor
girls.
4.

'l'he high school girls from both counties

do not plan to enter eny unskilled occupations.
5.

~ive per cent o~ the boys of this study

have not made their vocation'll choices, whereas only
one girl had not made her vocational choice.
6.

Five per cent of the boys did not have

voc~tional choices above the unskilled level.
B.

Factors affec-r,ina the vocational choices of
students s-r,udied.1.

vf al.L the social and community agencies,

the one social factor

hicb contributed most to the
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vocational choices was tbe parent.
2.

1·he combination of school activities,

such as, home roo~ teacher, principal and class room
teacher, if considered as a unit, ranked second as
to influencing vocational choices of the students.
3.

The single fac1ior, nto render service"

placed second to parents as a motive for influencing
the voca1iional choices of the boys and gir~s of ~olk
and '.t:yler uounties.
4.

Aptitude ranked sixth as an inf~uencing

factor of voca1iionel choices.
C•

.l?er:"lanency of Vocational choices.
1.

~etter than 78 per cent or tne boys

have maintained ,;heir vocational choices two years or
more.

Ninety-one per cent of the eirls have had their

vocational choices two years or more.
2.

pproximately 3 per cent of the gir~s

have cnanged their vocationa:.i. choices, whereas 20
per cent of the boys have changed their vocai;ionu:.i.
choices.

£either the boys nor the girls have changed

their vocational choices more than once from the original vocational choice.
D.

Reasons .f.2!: changes in vocational choices.
1.

tinance, the field too crowded, time

needed for preparation were the major reasons causing
shifts or instability of vocational choices.
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E.

Relationship be~ween the choices of students and the education of parents.
1.

ApproximeteJ_y 95 per cent of the Negro

high school boys and girls of l-'olk and 'l'yler Counties
plan to attend an institution of higher learning.
2.

The majority of the parents of the

students studied did not a~tend high school.

More

mothers completed high school than fathers, but of
those fathers who completed high school more of them
completed college than mothers.
3.

~en per cent of the parents of the

students s'tudied attended an institution of higher
le arning.
4.

Approxinately 38 per cent of the girls

chose teaching as a profession, whereas only approximately 3 per cent of their parents were teachers.
5.

Fifteen per cent of the girls chose

cosme~ology and a like percentage chose nursing as
their prirnary vocational choices.

None of the parents

were employed in these areas.
6.

lwenty per cent of' the boys chose the

teaching profession as their J_ifets work as compared
to 4 :per cent of their ta-chers who were gainfully employed in this rield.
7.

Carpentry, barbering, and the mechani-

cal areas each had approximately ~he same percentage
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of students who considered the skill trades as their
voca"tional choices

'l'his combination cons-cituted

approximately 26 per cent of the sons as compared to
approximately 16 per cent of the fathers in the same
trades.
F.

~elationship between the choices of si:;udents
and occupations of parents.
1.

The majority of the fathers of the group

s"tudied are engaged in common tasks.

lhOSt of the

mothers of the boys and gir~s do not have an occupation outside the home.
2.

Approximately 18 per cent of the fathers

of both boys and girls are engaged in !'arming.,
3 ..

Sons do not prefer occupai:;ions at which

their 1'athers are engaged in a lare;e measure.,

1..,ike-

wise, the daughters failed to select those occupations in which their mothers work.
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O.HAPT.rl;R V

DISCUSSlON

'l'he data relating to the problem of this
study "'l'he voca-cional Choices of Negro .digh Bchool
Boys and Girls in Polk and ·.1.=yler 0oun1;ies, J.exas" will
be discussed under 1ihe headings:

Vocational Ghoices,

..trac-c;ors Affecting vhoices, Permanency of 0hoices,
Reasons for uhanges, Relationship Between the Choices
of students Education of ~arents, and the Relationship .J:Setween i;he uhoices of students and the Occupations of Parents.
Vocational choices
Some of the :problems connected wi1ih choosing an occu:pa1iion and securing a job for the Negro
youth stem 1·rom "Ci.he col.or of his skin
·l·he majority of .Negro youth in the high
schools of Polk and Tyler Counties were not aspiring
to occupations which required prepara1iion beyond the
standard three or four year high school.
Forty-one per cent of the boys chose skilled
occupations With ~.5 :per cent selecting the high :professional and executive occupations and an equal
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number se~ecting the technical, c~erical and supervisory occupations.

~his study indicates that the

Negro boys studied are not necessarily endeavoring
to escape from the toil of manual labor to t~e high
professional and execu1iive occupations.

':i.wenty-four

per cent of the boys chose occupations in the lower
professional and supervisury field with "the grea-c;est
concentration in the teaching rield.
ihere were almost twice as many girls who
chose teaching as an occupation as boys .

·.J.:his may

indicate ,:;hat t·ewer occupaliions are opened 'to Negro
girls 'than boys or that the girls are more reluctant
upon entering other fields tnan boys . Apparently information given s,:;udents on -c;he teaching profession
is inadequa,:;e for the students failed to see the
overcrowded conditions as they exist and the failure
to realize the amount of unempJ.oyment there is to be
found in the 1ieaching profession .

information ob-

tained reveals tha,:; the youngs,:;ers studied ar e in
need of information concerning 1ihe 'teaching profession •
..coJ.lowing the teaching profession in concentration is nursing and cosmetology.

0ther occupa-

tions with compara'tive~y high frequencies were the
musician and artist.
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}!'actors affecting choices
It is interesting to note ~hat parental desires are still great moti ves for vocavional choices •
.Alllong many groups or parents ~he vendency is to
push their cnildren beyond i;neir capaci~ies.

'l'his

seems to be quite ~rue in 1-'olk, and '.iyJ.er Counties.
Boys were as equally influenced by parents
as girls in the students s~udied.

.i:he immedia~e re-

1

latives of ~hese boys and girls are playing a large
part in shaping ~heir ruture J.ives .
~chool wivh its combined influences of the
principal, homeroom teacher, classroom teacher and
school activities were major infJ.uences in formuiatlng vocational cnoices of ~he s1uden~s studied.
J.'his is to be desired, as tne scnool cuve:i.-s a \tide
r ange of contacts.

The youngsters in this s~udy

have to some extent been influenced by the face to
face contacts with their teachers and principals.
It was discouraging to see that aptitude
ranked sixth as a factor in the vocational choices
made by the boys and girls in this study.

Hence,

very little attention is given concerning the requirements for a particular vocation and the abilities of the student selecting the given occupation .
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~ermanence of choice
In evaluating the vocational choices or
high school students, permanence of these choices
is very important and must be given consideration.
If the plans of students are shifted or changed frequently, it is difficult to make a program of
training for the selected vocation.

The fact that

such a large number or the ~egro high school students retained their choices over a long period of
time is significant.

There is some assurance that

the vocational training given to these pupils wil.L be
used.

Most of the students studied have given long

and serious thought to this matter.

This seems to

be brought out by the fact that no student had
changed his or her vocational choice more than once.
·l'wenty per cent of the boys had changed however and
this certainly reveals that more consideration on
the part of the boys should be given to the choice
01·

vocations.
Since, 23 per cent of boys and girls have

changed their original choice of occupation, it was
thought that the relation between the change of
choices mignt be significant •

.LS.ck of finance is

the most important reason for the change or shift
of vocational choices according to the questionnaire
analysis.

uther reasons were:

field too crowded,
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takes too long to prepare for vocation, aptitude for
work, parents and easy money .

Qirls seem to feel

more financial.Ly secure than the boys in this study.
~erhaps this can be attributed to the fact that
most girls have a greater dependence upon their
parents.

·.L'he parents were a contributing factor in

.

'

the changing of the choices of vocations.

Farents

are natural.Ly very interested in their children,
but they are in need of impartial evidence concerning ability, achievement and special aptitudes of
their children.
tlelationshi n betv,een the
choices 01· students and
~ occupations of parents
'l'he occupational activities of the parents
of these students were divided into six groups,
name.Ly, high professional and executive occupations,
lower professional and large business occupations,
technical clerical and supervisory occupations,
skilled occupations, semi-skilled occupations and
unskilled occupations.

As previously stated the

above classification was taken from stock:ke who used
Brussel' s revision of the .tiarr 'l"aussig Beale .
In comparing the occupations most frequently
held by the fathers with the six occupations chosen
most frequently by the sons, it is noted that 4 per
cent of the fathers are teachers whereas 20 per cent
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of the sons chose teaching ..

thirty four per cent

of the fathers are engaged in common labor and 5 per
cent of the boys chose common labor.

More than twice

as many sons chose skil.L.ed occupations as there were
fathers engaged in the skilled occupations.
Of the mothers included in this study
approximately 3 per cent were teachers whereas 37
per cent of the daughters chose teaching as their
vocational. choices.

1·he daughters chose on.l.y two

other occupations in which their mothers were engaged, nameJ.y, dressmaking and business.

'l'he

daughters were certainly not impressed with the occupations in which their mothers were engaged.

Three

per cent of the mothers were engaged in the lower
professional occupations and the same percentage in
the skilled occupations.

Not one mother was en-

gaged in the high professional or technical, supervisory and clerical occupations.

Better than 15

per cent of the daughters plan to enter the technica.1.,
cl.erical and supervisory field, approximately l per
cent wil.l enter the higher professional occupations
and 32 per cent of the daughters were interested in
skilled occupations.
Helationshin between the
education of parents and
the choices of students
The parents of the majority o:t· students had
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less than a high school education.

Seventy-eight

per cent of both parents of the boys completed eighth
grade.

More mothers attended or completed high school

than fathers, but more fathers completed college than
mothers.

The parents in Polk and Tyler Counties

are striving to see that their children attain a
higher level ot education than they.

Ninety-five

per cent of the students studied plan to attend an
institution of higher learning.

l.

In choosing an occupation the follow-

ing occupations were ranked in the order listed by
the boys on the basis of frequency ot choice:

teach-

ing, carpentry, barber, mechanic, medicine and common
labor.
2.

The most frequently chosen occupations

of the girls were:

teaching, nursing, cosmetology,

musician, stenography, artist and seamstress.
3.

The reasons most frequently given for

choice ot occupation in order ot frequency were:
parents, to render service and financial reward.
4.

The most determining social and com-

munity factors influencing these Negro students in
the order ot frequency were:

parents, school activ-

ities including principal, classroom teacher, home-
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room teacher and reading
5.

~eventy-eight per cent of the boys

and 91 per cent of the girls had maintained their
choices for t wo years or more .
6

The most cor.ll.1on reason for the change

of vocational choices were:

lack of finance in

preparation for the vocation, talces too long to
prepare for vocation and the field is too crowded.
7.

'l'he :m.ajori ty of the fathers were en-

gaged in co:ru.rion tasks, while the majority of
daughters and sons chose teaching and skilled occupations.

Lost of the mothers have no occupations

outside the home.
8.

t·he majority of· parents completed
1,.o re mothers conpleted high school

eighth grade

than fathers; however, more fathers completed
college than mothers
tlecorn:mendations
1.

l'hat more consideration on the part of

1

Negro students in ·1yler and .tiolk \Jaunties be given to
the choice of vocation.
2.

That more exploratory and try out

courses be provided on the high school level in order
to increase the students ' knowledge of the world of
work and the opportunities available in it .
3.

·That school authorities make adequate
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provisions for the staff advisors to make careful
studies and recommendations for the students guidance program..
4~

vocational counseling should be pro-

vided involving a testing service, which should
provide information in the areas of intelligence,
interests and aptitude.

·11hus,

providing a more

scientific basis for the student in selecting his
life's work.
5.

That a closer relationship should

exist between the home and the school in order
that the parents will. fit more intelligently into
the educational lives of their children.
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CHAPTER VI
SUivITAARY

In order to secure data for the problem
of this study, it was necessary to secure permission
from the principals of the Negro hich schools in
Polk and ·iyler Counties, i·exas.

A

questionnaire was

constructed and ·was sent or carried to the following Negro high schools:

Scott, tvoodville , Gilder,

Colmesneil, Chester, Johnson, Corrigan, Dunbar,
Livingston, and Goodrich, Texas.
The L.1formation obtained f ram the questionnaires gave answers to . the sub-problems of the
problem analysis of this study, namely:

V:11.at are

the vocational choices of the Negro high school
students of Polk and Tyler Counties?
factors affecting these choices?

What are the

How permanent

are these choices and v1hat factors if any caused
their instability?

~~at is the relationship be-

tv,reen the education of parents and the choices of
students?, and W11.at is the relationship between the
occupation of parents and the choices of students?
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su.rnn:ar

of_ findin0s
In cenori:: , the ifo,:ro bo rs and ::;irls in

teiis st1.;..d, ere not necessarily endeavorine to escape tho to.il of ruanuc.l le.bor in favor of the 11igher

r,rofessions •

.tiowever, there is su ficient dat, to

conclude thtt they are striving to escape common
ta8ks .
~r~ents plan an important role in influencin,:: their children ' s decisions in r1eldn,,. vocational
choices .

'.i.'he school t s· influence takes second place

as a conm:.unity or cocial factor in influencing the
choices of the students studied .

Aptitude ;lays a

minor role in the pupils selecting their vocation~l
choices .
'l'he eirls have m.aint!'li.,,Ad their choices
OVAr a longer period of ti. e than the boys .

Lack o:f

finance, ti11e req_uired for preparation , takes too
long, and the

f'i Pld i

C,

too croY1ded caused shifts in

vocational choices .
very fe·w purents in th.is study hc.ve completed hich school a~d are an~ious to have their
children reach a hicher educational level than they .
The majority o~ 3tudent s

,~i not

choose

occupations in ,1hich most of their parents were eneaged.
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Recollml.endations
In view or the evidence reported in this study
and in the interest or establishing praotices which
will assist youngsters in the Negro high schools of
Polk and Ty-ler Counties to achieve any vocational
aspirations which are in harmony with demooratio
philosophy, the following recommendations a.re presented:

1.

That the schools involved use well

planned research techniques to familiarize themselves
with pupil aspirations and occupational trends to
facilitate planning the most effective educational
program for every student.
2.

That school principals exert every

effort to provide those courses in the currioulums
which will serve as "fields of exploration" in aiding
the students to gain a greater knowledge of the world
or work in which he may qualify.
3.

That the principals devise plans for in-

service training for teachers in the use of counseling
aids, such as occupational information, tests and
predictive devices.

Special emphasis should be placed

upon the interpretation of data pertaining to vocational occupations.
4.

That the school authorities seek to es-
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tablish a program of closer coordination betneen the
home and the school throu13h home visi tr tion the

.!:'

~· .

A' s, Hone room mothers, films and lectures that ·Fill
enable the parent to heve a clearer vision of his
child's possibili,:-;ies.
5.

'I'hat pupils and parents reelize that the

school s~ould be included vrith the fanily in asqiqting
the student in selecting his lifets work.
6.

l hat the schools study long re.nge trends
1

as well s:s current pr"'ctices in occupations to determine what ,:-;nese mean to individuals and the com:muni ties v:hich the schoo.1s serve .

'I-hat the ore:aniza-

tion 01· the cu . . . ricu.La ,·rould serve the best interests
of all s,:-;udents within the fram.ewor}: of what these
trends indicate for the future .

,.
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TI-lli
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PUPIL

TO be of most assistance to you in planning
your way through school as well as assisting you in
planning your lifets work, we are asking you to
answer these questions.

:Please answer every ques-

tion as accurately and completely as possible.

You may

rest assured that any information given in answering
these questions will be treated in a strictly confidential manner.

Name

--------------------------Girl

Age _ _ _ _ _ Qr ad e_ _ _ _ _ ~oy_____

r.

-----

Parents uccupation
1.

now?
2.

Is he working
----No_ _ __

ffather's uccupation
Yes___

------

Mother's Occupation before marriage

-----------

Now
II.

Vocetional lnforrnation and Data Concerning the
student.
l.

What occupation do you expect to enter when
you leave school?
a.

(Check one)

)first choice
Very sure of the choice
Merely considering it

b.

Second choice
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TO T..t:ill PU~IL --uont

c.
2.

l\JO

-----------------

choice

Has your first choice always been the same?_
I f not, how many times have you changed your
first choice?

3.

a.

What was it

b.

Why did you change? (State briefly in two
sentencesj

4.

--before you changed?
------

How long have you had the present choice?

-----------------

My rea~on for selecting my first choice (check
those applicable)
Easy living

b.

:tor prestige (high standing J

c.

·;;o render service

d.

Financia~ reward

e.

To become famous

f.

wot many people in the fie~d _ _ _ __

g.

Parent's desire

h.

Leads to greater happiness

i.

Aptitude {fitness)

j.

stepping-stone to greater work

k.
1.
5.

-----

a.

------

-----

-----

---------

---Easy to prepare for this greater work
--List other reasons
-------------

What or who influenced you most in making your
firs~ choice?

{uheck those applicable only)
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a•
b.
c
d.

----.tlrother
----Sister
-----uther relative
----.l:'arents

e.

School principal_ _ _ __

f.

homeroom teacher

g.

Glassroom teacher_ _ _ __

h.

SUnday school teacher_ _ __

i.

School activities______

j.

~riends

k.

.l:{eading,_ _ _ _ __

1.

vocational experience _ _ _ __

m.

A worker in the occupation in which you are

-----

-----

------None
----interested

n.
o.
6.

List others

Would you welcome any advice concerning your
vocational choice?

III.

~xtra-curricul
l•

Yes _ _ _ _

No _ _ _ __

activities

.A:re you a member of any of the school teams
(Check teams)

-----

a.

Basketball

b.

1ootbaJ.l

c.
d.

-----Debate
------Track ________
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e.

Vo.Lley ball_ _ _ __

f.

Baseball

------Tennis
--------

g.
2.

To what school organization do you belong?
a. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
b. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c. ____________________
d. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

What school of'fices have you held?

--------------------

a.
b. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c. ______________________
d. ____________________
4.

What prizes, medals or honors have you won?

----------------------------------------------------------

a.
b. ____________________
c.

d.

r v.

Hobbies and J.nterests
1.

what are your particular hobbies?

a.

--------------------

b. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c. ____________________
d. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

What special interests have you during your
spare time?
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a. ______________________
b. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
d. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

Approximately how long have you had each
special interes~? (please indicate interest and
timeJ
-· •
a•-------~---,.--------=~--,-,~
'J.'1me
(in years)
mterest
b.

o.

d.
4.

Interes~

•1·ime

mterest

·.rime

lnterest

:i1me

l'lease list the methods showing how you spend
your spare time?
a. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ b. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ d. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

v.

Special aptitudes and abilities
l.

Do

you play a musical instrument? Yes

No

-

.Name of instrument
a.
b.

o.
2.
VI.

Do

you draw?

Yes

~uture College '!'raining

No

Paint?

:£8S_No

-
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1.

Do you expect to attend an institution of
higher learning after you graduate from high
school·,
school

2.

fes

-

Name and type of

No

irype

Name

Whom have you consulted regarding your preparation for this school?

1.

-------2. ----

3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Vll.

Individual Resources and Responsibilities
1.

Self-employment
a.

How do you support yourse~f? (Please
check one)

Completely_______or in

part_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

b.

have you a job outside your home? _ _ __

c.

~ ✓hat

Home responsibilities
a.

--------

kind of work is 1t?

List what work you perform daily in your
home

b.

~1st what work you perform weekly in your
home
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VIII.

health
What is the condition of your general health?

l.

(Check one)
a.

Very good._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

b.

·------------.11·air
-------------

c.
d.

Good

.Poor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

H.ave you any physical detects?

2.

(If so, please

list J
a.
b.

c.
d.

IX.

Indicate the amount of schooling your family has
had by filling in the following:

Gr .
Sch.
Father{Guard}
Mother lGuardJ
Brother

"
Sister

"

high Yes
Sch. No

Coll- Yes
ege
NO

Of t;ollege
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APPE:NDiX B.--A CO:PY 0.1!°'' llit'rER
Witi'l''l'EN 'l'U i-'...-UNCI.PALS OF
NEGRO hIGH OOHOOLS IN Pull(
AND TYLBR COUN'l'LJ;S.
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Chester .High School
Chester, Texas,Box 27
March 4, 1950

,Pl'.'incipal

Dear Principal:
I k:no-r, how "'nvious 1 ou are to give your pupils
the best i~ traini~i, counsel and timely suggestions
in order that tl.1.ey can fill their places in our society .
\le o e aware of' the scholastic sto.ndings and
accomplislunents of these pupils but very little is
kno,vn ebout their i~terects, plans for the future and
v1hy such plans have been m;, 1 e .
1 +. 5ee::.1s to me that
thene c:ues-c;ions a e rather "'i~15fic·.mt if the school
is to Gchieve success.

·.;ould ~rou 3.J.J_ow· I'le to have c.dninist'Jred in your
~chool a ~ues~ionncire designed for ~err.be~s of tre
hi~h school ~epartment1 I fee~ that this questionr..£.ire Hil.1 aid us as princi:pels in meeting the ne8ds
of our youth more ~dequately qnd :ive us an intellieent unders~andinc a"' to their future plans.

I sh~11 be h3ppy to cive you the rindincs of the

study.

Yours very tru.l3r,

B0rniece Porter Lurk,
Principal
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A.P.r'ENDIX C. --I COl-'Y 0.Jf L"J:'l"l'EH
WfilTTE.I? T0 PrlINCIPALS OF THE
1'"1EG.n:O HIG-F SCHOOLS IN :POLK A
'l7LlR CUuN1.rIES REQ.uESTil'TG T"'.tlE
NAHlES Oli' P~.t<SUN1'IB!L vm:o /OUl,D
ADMINISTER THE Q,UES'l1IO:N"NAIRES.
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Chester ~~zh School
Box 2? , Chester, Texas
April 5, 1950

T)__, :-

J .,,. •

Principal :
I should lie ror you to ~~ve the quecti on-

r.nire= ~t lenst fie dcyc ;rior to the d te

ou plan

to r i inister th<:r. •
.i:" e--

::rn advise .,. e as to r,ossible d tes that

will be convenient
'.il. 1 :ro

or : ou end you

Gchool progra..'r"l,

f 'rllif)h r.e ui th the na:1e of the

orson or

percons uho will odminister the q_ucstionnaires?

Yours very trul ,

Hernie ce :t-orter I a r k ,
.Principal
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APPENDIX D.--MP q•1°ER SHEE'l1
(P.NALY'l1I CAL DATA OIP NEGRO
GIRLS IN 9 - 12 GRADES lN
Pvl.K AND 'l'Yl~H GOUNl'L!.S) •
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APPE:-:)Y-f E . --Iiffi.S'l'EH SHEE'l' (ANALY'l'ICAL
DA. .1~ OF NEGRO .dOYS IF 9 - 12 GRADES
IN PODC AND TYL2rt COUN'11IES.
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